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I. INTRODUCTION 
PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY 
The purpose of this study is to make a comparative 
analysis of the operational expenditures and income of 
thirteen Community Unit School districts in Central Illinois, 
for the fiscal year, 1962-63. 
SCOPE OF THE STUDY 
This study considered the operational expenditures 
and income as reported by each district in its respective 
Annual Financial Report to the Illinois State Superintendent 
of Public Instruction's office. This study considered at-
tendance information as submitted in each district's state 
aid claim and transportation statistics as reported on each 
district's Annual Transportations Claim for the fiscal year. 
The precedingly mentioned reports covered the fiscal 
year, July 1, 1962 through June 30, 1963. The information 
contained in these reports was accepted as fact, since they 
had been audited by the respective school district auditors, 
and the Illinois State Superintendent of Public Instruction's 
office. 
The thirteen school districts involved in this study 
1 
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are as follows: 
1. Community Unit School District #1, Coles and 
Cumberland County, Charleston, Illinois 
2. Community Unit School District #40, Effingham 
County, Effingham, Illinois 
3. Community Unit School District #3, Montgomery 
County, Hillsboro, Illinois 
4. Community Unit School District #12, Montgomery 
County, Litchfield, Illinois 
5. Community Unit School District #2, Clark County, 
Marshall, Illinois 
6. Community Unit School District #2, Coles and 
Cumberland Counties, Mattoon, Illinois 
7. Community Unit School District #8, Christian 
County, Pana, Illinois 
8. Community Unit School District #2, Crawford 
County, Robinson, Illinois 
9. Community Unit School District #4, Shelby County, 
Shelbyville, Illinois 
10. Community Unit School District #300, Moultrie 
County, Sullivan, Illinois 
11. Community Unit School District #3, Christian 
County, Taylorville, Illinois 
12. Community Unit School District #301, Douglas 
and Champaign Counties, Tuscola, Illinois 
13. Community Unit School District #203, Fayette 
County, Vandalia, Illinois 
These thirteen community unit school districts had an 
average daily attendance, ranging from 1315.73 to 4767.99. 
The geographic location or boundaries of the districts 
included in this study are as follows: Central Illinois, 
Route 36 north, Route 1 east, Route 40 south to a line east 
and west of Vandalia, and Route 66 west. This area constitutes 
3 
approximately 105 miles from east to west and approximately 
57 miles north to south, 
DELIMITATIONS 
This study does not attempt to reflect the quality of 
the educational program of each district. It is intended to 
show the expenditure ma.de only for comparison's sake, and 
to point out areas which might warrant further investigation. 
A note of caution must be sounded when the charts and data 
contained herein are being interpreted. This information 
does not explain the whys, it indicates only that the ex-
penditures did exist. 
NEED FOR THE STUDY 
Most school districts are interested in the cost of 
education. The only method of determining the practicability 
of a certain expenditure is by comparing it with like ex-
penditures of other comparable school districts. Unless these 
comparisons are done carefully and on an equal basis for each 
district, the results are likely to be meaningless. 
School Administrators and Boards of Education need a 
guide line to use when preparing the annual budget and in 
checking their expenditures. National studies of a similar 
nature do help, but if the comparisons are made with other 
districts in the same geographical location, they are more 
meaningful. 
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It is hoped that this study will be used by the dis-
tricts included in it to determine the feasibility of their 
expenditures. For any district to do this will require 
further study of any large deviation from the average. 
Because a difference exists does not mean that is is neces-
sarily good or bad. 
RELATED RESEARCH 
There is a great deal of information and material 
written relating to the expenditures of school districts. 
However, no material was found that related the comparative 
expenditures of the school districts in Central Illinois, or 
more specifically, the thirteen school districts in the study. 
METHOD 
The data contained in each school district's Annual 
Financial Report, transportation claim, and State Aid Claim 
for 1962-1963 was used. The information was organized and 
developed to show the following: 
1. Average daily attendance for each district 
2. A.D.A. cost in major expenditure areas 
3. Percentages of total expenditures 
4. Combined fund expenditures in each area 
5. Offsetting income and expense accounts 
6. Transportation fund cost per mile and percentage 
of total transportation expenditures 
7. Cafeteria expenditures and percentage of income 
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8. A.D.A. revenue income 
9. Tax rates and 1961 levies 
10. Schedules of bonds and warrants payable 
In each of the ten items listed above an explanation 
is written to clarify any interpretation that is needed. 
DEFINITIONS 
Administration: Administration consists of those activities 
which have as their purpose the general regulation, direction, 
and control of the affairs of the school district that are 
systemwide. It may be necessary to prorate these costs. If 
administrative personnel also teach some of the time, parts 
of their salary are prorated to Instruction in proportion 
to the time spent in teaching. Examples of administration 
costs are: (a) salaries of the superintendent's office, 
legal, research, school census, public relations, business 
and financial administration, personnel administration, 
administration of buildings and grounds, purchasing, (b) con-
tracted services, and {c) materials and supplies. 
Instruction: Instruction consists of those activities dealing 
directly with or aiding in the teaching of students or im-
proving the quality of teaching. They include the activities 
of the teacher, principal, consultant or supervisor of in-
struction, and guidance and psychological personnel. For 
supplementary educational media, such as educational radio or 
television, expenditures for instructional aspects are recorded 
under Instruction and expenditures for the operational aspects 
6 
are recorded under Operation of Plant. The main instructional 
items are: (a) salaries of principals, consultants and 
supervisors, teachers, other instructional staff (librarians, 
audio-visual, guidance, and psychological), and secretarial 
and clerical assistants, (b) textbooks furnished free, 
(c) school library books, audio-visual materials, periodi-
cals and newspapers, (d) teaching supplies, and (e) other 
expenses of instruction such as teacher's travel expense, 
membership dues, rentals of equipment, etc. Proration of 
costs between major activities may be necessary in individual 
instances. 
Attendance and Health Services: Attendance services consist 
of those activities which have as their primary purpose the 
promotion and improvement of children's attendance at school, 
through enforcement of compulsory attendance laws and other 
means. The main attendance expenditures are: (a) salaries 
of attendance personnel, secretarial and clerical help, 
(b) supplies, (c) travel expenses and (d) miscellaneous. 
Health services are activities in the field of physical 
and mental health which are not direct instruction consisting 
of medical, dental, psychiatric, and nurse service in the 
nature of inspection, weighing, etc. Included are all health 
services for public school students and employed personnel 
including examinations prior to employment, and the adminis-
tration of health services. The main health services ex-
penditures are: (a) salaries for professional and technical 
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health personnel (physicians, psychiatrists, dentists, school 
nurses, and dental hygienists), {b) salaries of non-professional 
personnel, (c) supplies of various kinds, (d) travel expenses 
for health services, etc. 
Pupil Transportation Services: Pupil transportation services 
consist of conveyance of pupils to and from school activities, 
either between home and school or on trips for curricular or 
co-curricular activities. The costs of administering pupil 
transportation are included with pupil transportation expenses. 
The main accounts are: {a) salaries of supervisors, drivers, 
mechanics and clerks, full or part time, (b) contracted 
services and public carriers, (c) insurance, (d) other expenses 
including gasoline, oil, tires, repair parts, supplies, equip-
ment repairs, etc. 
Operation of Plant: Operation of plant consists of the house-
keeping activities concerned with keeping the physical plant 
open and ready for use. It includes heating, cleaning, dis-
infecting, lighting, communications, power, moving furniture, 
handling stores, caring for grounds, etc. The main expenditure 
items are: (a) salaries for plant engineers, custodial help 
(firemen, helpers, utility men, matrons, watchmen), grounds 
keepers, and others (elevator operators, stock clerks), 
(b) contracted services (window washing, ash removal, laundry, 
linen service, care of grounds), (c) expenditures for heating 
(coal, steam, gas, oil), (d) utilities (water and sewerage, 
electricity, gas, telephone and telegraph, etc.), (e) supplies, 
(f) other expenses. 
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Maintenance of Plant: Maintenance of plant consists of those 
activities related to keeping the grounds, buildings, and 
equipment at their original condition of completeness or 
efficiency, either through repairs or by replacements of 
property. The main cost items are: (a) salaries for upkeep 
of grounds, repairs of buildings and equipment, (b) contracted 
services for upkeep of grounds or repair of buildings and 
equipment, (c) other expenses. 
Fixed Charges: Fixed Charges are expenditures of a generally 
recurrent nature which are not readily allocable to other 
expenditure accounts. The main items are school district 
contributions to employee retirement, insurance and judgments, 
rental of land and buildings, and interest on current loans. 
Insurance includes property, employee insurance, liability, 
fidelity bond, etc. Interest ma.y be charged here on tax 
anticipation warrants, teachers' orders, bonds, etc. 
Lunch Program: Lunch Program charges are for those activities 
related to the preparation and serving of regular and incidental 
meals, lunches, or snacks in connection with school activities. 
The main expenditure accounts are salaries, food costs, and 
supplies. 
Student & Community Services: This category includes community 
services such as recreation and civic expenditures, education 
extension activities such as adult education, apprentice 
training, and summer school, athletic program, and books and 
supplies for resale. The main expenditure accounts in each 
field would include salaries, supplies and other costs. 
II. EXPLANATION OF EXPENDITURES AND INCOMES 
ATTENDANCE AND ASSESSED VALUATION 
In table number 1, the monthly average daily attendance 
is shown for each district. To determine the yearly average 
daily attendance, the total of the nine months was divided 
by nine. This will differ from that listed on the individual 
district's state aid claims, since the best six months of a 
school year are used in calculating state aid. The author 
felt a full year's average daily attendance would give a more 
true picture than a partial year. 
The assessed valuation per district is also shown so 
" that the assessed valuation per student in average daily 
attendance could be determined. This assessed valuation was 
for the 1961 assessment, and was used since the tax money 
received during the 1962-63 school year is calculated from the 
prior year's assessment. The assessed valuation per student 
in average daily attendance is shown at the bottom of this 
table. 
Also listed on this table is the 1962 levy for the 
educational fund, which indicates the tax monies available for the 
1963-64 school year. By comparing this levy with the tax monies 
received on table 7, an increase or decrease can be seen. 
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TABLE 1 I 
ATTEl\JDAi'T CE & ASSESSED VAtJATION 
{';!. '-. 
( 196·1) Charleston Effinoham Hillsbort1 f l;i;tchfield !1arshall Mattoon Pana Robir 
~ ·~ 
Assessed Valuation $ 55,335,597 28,947t026 30,347,904 ,751,685 21,667,901 85,574,155 36,969,939 39,0E 
Amount (1962) Levy 700.000 43 1+,ooo soo,ooo 345tooo 300,000 1,250,000 500,000 4 ~ 
ADA SeDtember 2,447.90 2,219.86 2,333.8f ,798.81 1,695.50 4,896.05 1,926.42 2,4~ 
! . 
ADA October 2,430.19 2,197.97 2,334.65 !l,787.85 1,667.67 4,833.46 1,901.38 2,42 
i'!:~r 
ADA November 2,392.10 2,169.21 2,299.89 : ;fl,756.15 1,644.20 4,803.28 1,87~.65 2,42 
ADA December 2,360.20 2.138.70 2,266.21 ·· ,,731.84 1,611.90 4,777.18 l,84f..05 2 38 
I . t ' 
ADA ,January 2,342.86 2,115.95 2,088.65 -~:.~·~,'..' ·£.,716.66 1,606.00 4,710.65 l,8oLss 2,34 
'~. -- .. 
ADA February 2,305.89 2,104.65 2,186.29 ~ 1,725.16 1,589.12 4,675.15 i,a2e.ss 2,3 3 
ADA March 2,303.66 2,070.00 2.185.40 '. 1,673.Lt-7 1,577.09 4,668.28 1,794.24 2,33 
• 
ADA Aoril 2,346.05 2,116.23 2,272.25 1,684.89 1,623.60 4,736.00 1,839.45 2,39 
"' t AD A May 2 , 3 6 7 • 2 8 2 , 12 6 • 5 0 "2 , 3 0 0 • 4 2 1, 7 0 8 • 6 0 1 , 610 • 2 2 4 , 8 0 6 • 8 5 1 , 8 4 6 • 2 4 2 , 41 
• 
Kinderrm. ADA (Year) 99.21 68.~;· ...,,. _J /8.87 38.73 82.78 
• 
Elem. ADA (Year) 1,631.48 1,360.34 l,548.6t+ ~,.·~120.4::i 1,120.53 3,319.46 1,224.22 1,62 
• 
.~ " 
H. S. ADA (Year) 735,12 679,61 648,78 :;{1533.14 465,99 1,448,53 542,65 69 
Total ADA (Year) 2,366.60 2,139.16 2,265.74 .~2,~~l "732.50 1,625.25 4,767.99 1,8494-65 2,39 
~ 
Assessed Value ner Puuil 
in ADA _ 2 3 , 3 7 7 • 9 4 13, 5 3 2 • 9 7 13, 3 9 2 • 7 2 12 , 5 S 8 • 7 0 13, 3 3 4. 0 9 1 7 , 9 4 7. 5 9 19 , g 8 3. 7 5 16 , 3 2 
(:Roundeu) 
Above amounts are taken from State Aid claims 
t ll f t i' I • 
.... 
ti 
I i 
l 
• 
i 
a 
• 
11 
41 
-~ r.~··~''/lfllli • 
7 3 
) 
J 
2 
J 
,, J 
7 
:i 
365,000 
1,742,85 
l' 7 3 2. 84 
•• 
1,699,00 
J ,5liLf • 37 
I 
1,646.50 
'~.-~ 
I 
I 
1, ~ 35. 6,2 ' 
1,012.11 t 
11 
1, 6 7 5. 7 2 'i 
;, 
1,687,26 
310,000 600,000 445,000 375,000 
1,445.26 2,831.23 1,381.30 1,982.47 
1,425.75 2,793,29 1,366.40 1,975.57 
1,1112.05 2,652.44 1,342,66 1,944,57 
1,378.53 2,727,44 1,315.33 1,905.34 
1,341.44 2,661.82 1,282,10 1,891,90 
1,299.33 2,712,88 1,293.33 1,871.40 
1,367.15 2,697,76 1,252,38 1,871.88 
1,380,00 2,735.58 1,315,00 1,932.19 
t 
1,367,10 2,619.16 1,297.68 1,929,90 
--....~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -· --
+s 56.85 
1,193,22 
... 
1 425,75 
1 1,675,82 
"1 'i 4 6 • 8 0 118 • 3 9 5 7 • 51 
911.33 1,750,15 
421.56 840.78 
1,379.69 2,709,32 
969,81 
345.92 
1,315.73 
1,348,52 
516.96 
1,922,99 
·----,,·-·--~------·· ---------------------
-~-
/ 17'141+. 0 5 
--~""""----·~---···-......... ---~-----
;., .. 
,, , 
i ~ 
4 
~ 
\ 
• tl 1 I
,I 
,I __ _ 
20,562,41 19,178,26 35,067.02 14,856,34 
/ 
f 
4 
11 
Table 1 shows the relationship between assessed 
valuation and students in average daily attendance. This 
relationship varies from $35,067.02 per student in average 
• 
daily attendance in the Tuscola district to $12,558.70 per • 
student in average daily attendance in the Litchfield district. 1 
From the figures shown, this indicates that school 
districts within the same geographical location vary ap-
proximately 300 per cent in ability to finance education 
locally. As can be seen later in the study, this affects 
the amount of equalized state aid which is received. 
i 
• 
• 
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EDUCATIONAL EXPENDITURES AND 
OFFSETTING ACCOUNTS 
This section will deal with the expenditures ma.de 
only from the educational fund. This means that under the 
controlling accounts used in this section, no fund other than 
the educational fund, contribute to their fiscal totals. 
To determine the actual expenditures from the different 
funds, those controlling accounts having expenditures ma.de 
from more than one fund were separated and will be described 
in section III. 
Section II is broken down into two parts as follows: 
A. Educational expenditures, and 
B. Educational Offsetting accounts. 
We will first deal with group A, Educational Expenditures. 
These Controlling accounts are as follows: 
1. 501.0 Administration 
2. 502.0 Instructional 
3. 503.0 Attendance 
4. 504.0 Health 
Each of these controlling accounts is broken down 
further into areas of major expenditures. 
At this point attention is directed to table number 2. 
Each of these areas is shown under its controlling account. 
Under each district, can be seen the total amount spent in 
each area of major expenditure and also the cost per student 
in average daily attendance to that district. A total cost 
13 
per student in A.D.A. is then shown for the controlling account 
for each district. 
In part two of this section, offsetting accounts, only 
the 509.0 controlling account, Lunch program, and the 510.0 
controlling account, Student and Community Services are con-
sidered. The expenditures made from these controlling accounts 
have incomes to offset the actual cost to the district. These 
incomes fall under the income controlling account 403.0, 
Student and Community Services. As an example of this, let 
us take a district's Athletic program. There is an income 
to the district and also an expense. In table number 3 these 
offsetting accounts are shown with the total income or expense 
realized by the district in each area. 
The total income or expense to each district is shown 
at the bottom of this table. If the district realized an 
expense, this goes into calculating the total A.D.A. cost. 
This A.D.A. cost for offsetting accounts can also be seen at 
the bottom of this chart. When an expense is derived from 
these offsetting accounts the percentage of total operating 
expenditures must be determined, and will be seen later in 
the study. 
Charleston Effingham 
501. 0 Administration: 
.1 Salaries 18172.65 37720.39 
Cost per Student in ADA 7.67 17,63 
• 2 Contractual Services 5183.99 1000.00 
Cost Der Student in ADA 2.19 .46 
• 3 Supplies & Stationery 1246.23 177,64 
Cost per Student in ADA .52 ,08 
• 9 Other 2210.77 
Cost ner Student in ADA .93 
TOTAL ADMINISTRATION 26813.64 38898.03 
Cost Der Student in ADA 11.33 18.18 
502,0 Instructional: 
.1 Elementary Salaries 439903.86 325652.78 
Secondary Salaries 231280.30 192165,58 
Special Educ. Salaries 18406,45 17092.09 
Clerical Salaries 
Cost per Student in ADA 291.38 250.05 
.2 Contractual Services 
Cost per Student in ADA 
• 3 Teaching Supplies 18360.21 14363.71 
Cost per Student in ADA 7.75 6.71 
• 4 Textbooks 1703.11 82.77 
Cost 1Jer Student in ADA .71 .03 
• 5 Libra~y & A.V, 9561.38 6462,76 
Cost per Student in ADA 4,04 3,02 
• 6 Breakage, Lockers, etc. 
Cost uer Student in ADA 
• 9 Other 9124.79 10730.79 
Cost ner Student in ADA 3. 8 5 5,01 
TOTAL INSTRUCTIONAL 728340.10 566550.48 
Cost per Student in ADA 307.75 264.84 
TABLE 2 
EDUCATIONAL EXPENDITURES 
Hillsboro Litchfield :1arshall Mattoon Pana ~obinson 
27383.4-6 1711+8.92 21506.97 39106.04 21219.97 15798.50 
12.08 9. 8 9 13.35 8.20 11. 47 6,59 
872.00 980,00 1200.00 2438.42 5121.18 1110,00 
.38 .57 .74 .51 2.76 • 4 6 
891.13 419.04 1201.78 3780.85 1807.80 1138,90 
• 3 9 .24 .74 .79 .97 .47 
2853.10 1330.65 3186.12 6368.84 2019.93 
1.25 • 7 7 1.97 1.33 • 8 4 
31999.69 19878.61 27094.87 51694.15 28148.95 20067,33 
14.12 11.47 16.82 10.84 15.21 8. 38 
416145,64 31317.65 235714.59 1148370.62 360879,99 
160995.63 42365Lt.94 182200,00 336912.12 152574.72 560008,88 
4068,46 1072,00 12863,88 43917.83 
33814.51 
256.52 263,23 267.52 327.82 277,59 233.91 
1115.80 6728,00 
.65 3,65 
17014.63 15593.94 8519.66 43616.47 10274,16 14878,09 
7,50 9.00 5,29 9,14 5,55 6.21 
167.81 25779,29 
.10 5 • lt 0 
9063.84 7737.18 6282,57 6362.72 4876,38 5402.93 
4. 0 CJ 4,46 3.90 1.33 2. 6 3 2. 2 5 
164.79 
,09 
8399.50 11257.14 6122.53 7270,10 412.29 16404,00 
3.70 6.50 3.80 1.52 .22 6. 8 5 
651687.70 491923.44 451871. 04 1646043.66 535745.54 596693.90 
287.62 283.93 280.62 345.23 289,64 249.23 
14 
Shelbyville Sullivan Taylorville Tuscola Vandalia 
49043.15 12982.07 44759.61 16273.76 17422.00 
29.26 9.40 16.52 12.36 9.05 
1335.00 2138.13 1331. 20 1748 .06 795.40 
.79 1. 54 .49 1.32 .41 
1344.21 701.13 12387.10 706.58 1850.92 
.80 .so 4.57 • 5 3 .96 
8266.73 2994.58 2991.21 1071.54 2405.55 
4.93 2.17 1.10 .81 1.25 
59989.09 18815.91 61469.12 19799.94 22473.87 
35.79 13,63 22.68 15,04 11.68 
292751.84 254943.94 333802.13 231957,17 3078 31. 26 
141667.22 142650.70 404313.71 141277.64 165287,68 
12191.40 55770.49 4651.74 10783,32 
266.50 288.18 293.03 287.21 251.69 
175,00 
.09 
12247.19 15605.29 25705.72 12553.62 22179,14 
7.30 11.32 9.49 9.54 11.53 
l~QS,35 1130,95 
.24 
.41 
7865.06 6152.90 7622,38 5589.42 6570.45 
4.69 4,45 2.81 4.24 3.41 
6433.93 
4,66 
4467.78 9547.55 4514.68 10926.29 
2.66 3.52 3.43 5,68 
471595,84 425786.76 837892.93 400544.27 532753.14 
281.41 308,61 309.26 304.42 277.04 
.. 
Charleston Effinr;ham 
503.0 Attendance: 
.1 Salaries & Fees 
Cost per Student in ADA 
• 9 Other 165.18 
Cost per Student in ADA .07 
TOTAL ATTENDANCE 165.18 
Cost oer Student in ADA .07 
504,0 Health: 
.1 Salaries & Fees 5619.00 
Cost per Student in ADA 2. 38 
• 9 Other 567.10 147.73 
Cost per Student in ADA • 2 3 • 0 6 
TOTAL HEALTH 6186.10 147.73 
Cost per Student in ADA 2,61 .06 
Hillsboro Litchfield 
25.00 
.01 
100.35 
.06 
125.35 
.07 
15. 81 
32.00 
47,81 
.02 
TAB LE 2 ( Cont • ) 
EDUCATIONAL EXPENDITURES 
:Marshall 
4050.00 
2.51 
1447.61 
,89 
5497.61 
3.41 
Mattoon 
9028.77 
l,89 
805,34 
,16 
9834.11 
2,06 
Pana 
5170,61 
2. 79 
242.36 
,13 
5412.97 
2,92 
Robinson 
8958.20 
3,74 
212.43 
.08 
9170.63 
3. 8 3 
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Shelbyville Sullivan 
215.18 107.08 
.12 .07 
215.18 107.08 
.12 .07 
Taylorville 
1236.10 
.45 
1236.10 
.45 
9647.16 
3.56 
2602.25 
.96 
12249.41 
4,52 
Tuscola Vandalia 
5704.00 
2,96 
195.62 
.10 
5899.62 
3,06 
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Table 2 shows the expenditures made by each district 
for administration, instruction, attendance and health. Each 
of these categories will be summarized separately with re-
lationship to cost per student in average daily attendance. 
I. Administration 
A. Cost per student in average daily attendance 
1. Highest: Shelbyville - $35,79 
2. Lowest: Mattoon - $10.84 
B. Major cost factor 
1. Salaries: Shelbyville - $29.26 
2. Salaries: Mattoon - $8.20 
II. Instructional 
A. Cost per student in average daily attendance 
1. Highest: Mattoon - $345.23 
2. Lowest: Robinson - $249.23 
B. Maj or cost factor 
1. Salaries: Mattoon - $327.82 
2. Salaries: Robinson - $233.91 
III. Attendance 
This is an insignificant account since only three 
districts indic;ted expenditures as follows: 
Effingham, $.07; Litchfield, $.07; and Taylorville, 
$.45 
IV. Health 
A. Cost per student in average daily attendance 
1. Highest: Taylorville - $4.52 
2. Lowest: Hillsboro and Tuscola - None 
B. Major cost factor 
1. Salaries: Taylorville - $3.56 
2. Salaries: Hillsboro and Tuscola - None 
As indicated in each account, salaries are the major 
cost factor contributing to the fiscal totals of these accounts. 
This does not mean that one salary scale is higher or lower. 
From such large variations as seen in administrational 
salaries between Shelbyville and Mattoon, we might conclude that 
salaries are too high or that there are too many employees on the 
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administrational payroll of that school system, or that book-
keeping procedures need correction. 
The variation between instructional salaries of the 
Mattoon district and the Robinson district is $93.91 per 
student in average daily attendance. Such a large variation 
should immediately indicate the teacher-student load, salary 
scale• teacher educational level, years experience of teachers, 
etc., should be investigated for possible explanations of this 
variance. 
The health program of many of the districts is evidently 
lacking or there is no program at all, These districts need to 
take a long look at this area for the possibility of an adoption 
of such a program. 
The other expenditure areas of these accounts reflect the 
same major variances as just pointed out. In some cases, the 
possibility of reduction in cost might seem feasible. Just one 
example of this is shown under 501.3, supplies and stationery, 
for Taylorville. This expenditure is $4.57 per student in 
average daily attendance. All other districts show considerably 
less expenditures for this purpose. 
Additional expenditures from the education fund are shown 
in table 3. 
Charleston Ef fingham Hillsboro 
403.11 Book Rental 10134.41 16408.40 15605.06 
510.35 Expenditure 7596.52 21796.90 24426.41 
Income or Loss 2537.89 (5388.50) (8821.35) 
403.12 Sale of Supplies 1594.73 207.73 1405.24 
510.34 Expenditure 2006.11 13080.30 6984.56 
Income or Loss (411.38) (12872.57) (5579.32) 
403.13 Student Lunch Pymt. 39718.27 69560.51 78384.62 
Govt. Reimb. 8132.44 25406.96 18132.31 
509. Expenditure 46943.38 94989.34 98453.43 
Income or Loss 907.33 (21.87) (1936.50) 
403.2 Athletic Income 9250.16 7189.04 8606.05 
510.5 Expenditure 12202.46 12236.91 13128.49 
Income or Loss (2952.30) (5047.87) (4522.4~) 
4U3.31 Adult Education 555.36 
510.12 Expenditure 1487.25 2933.33 
Income or Loss (931.89) (2933.33) 
403.32 A::mrent. Training 
510.11 Expenditure 
Income or Loss 
403.33 Summer School 165.00 
510.13 Expenditure 1850.00 
Income or Loss (1685.00) 
403.4 Commun. Program 159.00 927.47 
510.9 Expenditure 5251.54 388.49 
Income or Loss (5092.54) 538.98 
Total Income or Loss (4989.00) (25408.72) (23792.94) 
.. 
TABLE 3 
OFFSETTING IHCOME ~ EXPENSE ACCOUNTS 
Litchfield Marshall Mattoon Pana Eobinson Shelbyville 
15962.64 18342.72 16386.94 14268.29 12374.08 
'"10883.66 18333.87 :':13459. 00 12015.31 11742.68 
5078.98 8. 8 5 2917.94 2252.98 631.40 
2626.25 1966.50 5564.70 1429.39 1841.19 646.10 
2264.60 1414.44 2179.40 
(2626.25) 298.10) 4150.26 1429.39 (338.21) 646.10 
54789.64 35524.89 156006.34 51993.60 94070.40 58443.59 
13998.24 17401.47 24178.50 14419.14 18960.96 16771.45 
66183.26 51003.18 175390.44 63753.54 109310.08 78918.23 
2604.62 1923.45 4794.40 2659.20 3721.28 (3703.19) 
6660.52 8030.59 18902.06 5260,90 9317.04 9459.37 
9639.11 10060.76 21444.50 7421.33 17604.45 12884.63 
(2978.59) (2030.17) (2542.44) (2160.43) (8287.41) (3425.26) 
155.40 430.75 2179.40 394.50 1756.90 1141.00 
2577.25 900.00 1137.50 
155.40 430.75 (397.85) (505.50) 1756.90 3,50 
5575.00 870.00 
5575.00 870.00 
5675,00 2570.00 3100.00 
3337.50 1600.00 110.57 
2337.50 970.00 3100.00 (110.57) 
1057.76 89.00 
1141. 0 0 62,89 5817.82 
(1141.00) 1057.76 26.11 (5817.82) 
(1093.16) 1092.54 13916.87 5336.71 (6463.56) (5958.02) 
Incorrectly charged to 502,4 "Textbooks" 
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Sullivan Taylorville Tuscola Vandalia 
9604.50 19652.68 9662.20 11126.45 
1'8573.96 18 4 2 0. 3 0 ~·~11463.51 17444.42 
1030.54 1232.38 (1801.31) (6317.97) 
867.94 1592.36 4997.79 
295.05 4997.79 
867.94 1297,31 
53799,32 112499.46 48195.59 61597.84 
10247.83 24352.94 13286,76 12466.62 
63612.61 129242.71 60392.48 72505.40 
(434.54) 7609.69 1089.87 1559.06 
3114.89 7848.72 5295.73 5495.15 
10045.74 11570.44 8801.64 11256.57 
(6930.85) (3721.72) (3505.91) (5761.42) 
679,00 588.00 1619.00 60.00 
2130.00 405.25 546.60 60.00 
(1451.00) 182.75 1072,ltO 
81.00 582,00 
915.00 
81.00 (333.00) 
1237.50 2655.42 
2575.80 
1237.50 79.62 
610.00 5680.00 79,00 
13412.81 6619.48 
610.00 (7732.81) 79.00 (6619.48) 
(5070.41) (971.78) (3065,95) (17!+72.81) 
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Table 3 has shown the difference between income and 
expenditures in areas where both exist. School districts are 
not in the business of buying or selling to make a profit; 
yet it is done in certain cases. These expenditure areas 
fall under the controlling account, student and community 
services and lunch program. 
Sizeable gains and losses exist in these areas. The 
overall income or loss varies from a $25,408.72 loss at 
Effingham to a $13,916.71 gain at Mattoon. Effingham incurred 
a $12,872.57 loss on items purchased for resale. Mattoon's 
largest gain was incurred in apprentice training. There were 
no expenses shown, while $5,575.00 income was shown. 
Nine districts had a profit in their lunch programs. 
Four districts incurred a loss. 
The overall picture for these accounts shows ten districts 
incurring a loss and three districts incurring a profit. 
The accounts which have expenditures from more than 
one fund have not been presented in tables 2 and 3 even though 
funds were expended from the education fund. These accounts 
can be seen in table 4. 
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COMBINED FUND EXPENDITURES 
In this section those controlling accounts which have 
expenditures from more tha.n one fund are presented. These 
accounts are as follows: 
1. 506.0 Operation of Plant 
2. 507.0 Maintenance 
3. 508.0 Fixed Charges 
These accounts will have exDenditures made from the 
educational, building and Municipal Retirement funds. 
In table number 4 these expenditures are shown, making 
the distinction between amounts spent from each fund in the 
major expenditure areas of each controlling account. A total 
is then shown for each account, and a total A.D.A. cost is 
determined. 
These expenditures from different funds for the same 
purpose are justified by the Illinois School Code as follows: 
The board may provide by resolution that payment of 
all salaries of janitors, engineers or other custodial 
employees and all costs of fuel, lights, gas, water, 
telephone service, and custodial supplies and equipment 
or any one or more of the preceding items shall be paid 
from the tax levied for building purposes and the purchase 
of school grounds in which event such salaries or speci-
fied costs, or both shall be so paid until the next fiscal 
year after the repeal of such resolution.l 
1THE SCHOOL CODE OF ILLINOIS, Circular Series A, No. 
146, compiled by Kenneth H. Lemmer and Simon L. Friedman, 
issued by the Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, 
State of Illinois, 1961, Section 17-7, page 163. 
Charleston Effingham 
506,1 Salaries: 
Educational 7342,50 61289.52 
Building 59405.35 
Total 66747.85 E?l289.52 
ADA Cost 28.20 28.65 
506.2 Contr. Serv.: 
Educational 298,50 
Buildino c 1941.74 197,00 
Total 2240,24 197,00 
ADA Cost ,94 ,09 
506.3 Custodial Supplies: 
Educational 6647,28 3378.32 
Building 
Total 6647,28 3378,32 
ADA Cost 2,80 1.57 
506.4 deating: 
Educational 18187,36 14252.19 
3uilding 
Total 18187.36 14252.19 
ADA Cost 7,68 6.66 
506.5 Utilities: 
Educational 23242.36 24406.49 
Building 
Total 23242.36 24406.49 
ADA Cost 9.82 11.40 
TABLE 4 
COMBINED EXPENDITURES (EDUCATIONAL & BUILDING FUNDS & MUNICIPAL RETIREMENT) 
dillsbo-ro Litchfield Marshall Mattoon Pana Robinson 
9646.17 
S0310.13 32962.50 39292.45 132694.72 54206.47 5 219 3. 45 
59956.30 32962.50 39292.45 132694.72 54206.47 5 219 3. 45 
26.46 19.02 24,17 27,83 29.30 21. 80 
15349.06 405,00 
9081.06 210,82 
15349.06 9486.06 210.82 
6,77 5,47 
.12 
20428.09 398.57 4770.84 48 30. 5 2 3 0 9 4. 42 
5890.93 11483.31 
20428.09 6289.50 4770.84 11483.31 4830,52 3094,42 
9.01 3.63 2,93 2,40 2,61 1. 29 
Listed 12703,07 8894.39 72635,57 12390,07 16 317. 53 Under (Utilities Included) 
Utilities 12703.07 8894.39 72635,57 12390.07 16 317. 53 
7.33 5,47 15.23 6.69 6. 81 
28370.19 18236.71 11976.49 15420.46 20 9 9 2. 41 (Including Heating) 11017.31 
28370.19 18236.71 11976.49 11017.31 15420.46 20 9 9 2. 41 12.52 10.52 7.37 2.31 8.33 8. 76 
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Shelbyville Sullivan Taylorville Tuscola Vandalia 
61202.78 36028.43 
46805.87 26059.25 22204.89 
46805.87 26059.25 61202.78 22204.89 36028.43 
27.93 18.88 22.58 16.87 18.73 
2660.34 16.25 157.51 
97.50 
2660.34 113.75 157.51 
.98 .08 .08 
4827.86 6257.53 7862.28 6987.02 
677.94 5179.86 
4827.86 6257.53 8540.22 5179.86 6987.02 
2.88 4.53 3.15 3. 9 3 3.63 
11024.29 9308.28 7279.59 11511.17 13850.30 
1091.14 
11024.29 9308.28 8370.73 11511.17 13850.30 6.57 6.74 3.08 8.74 7.20 
13003.71 11525.78 23931.72 14309.07 18 741. 76 
1607.93 
14611.64 11525.78 23931.72 14309.07 18741.76 
8.91 8. 35 8.83 10.87 9.74 
"'~,lT 
Charleston Effingha · 
506.9 Others: 
Educational 258.75 3 • 9 3. 
Building 4913.48 
Total 5172.23 3.93 
ADA Cost 2.18 
Total 0Deration of Plant: 
Educational 55976.75 103330.45 
Building 66260.57 197.00 
Total 122237.32 103527.45 
ADA Cost 51.65 48.39 
507.l Salaries: 
L:ducational 705.00 
Building 7755.00 
Total 8460.00 
ADA Cost 3.57 
507.2 Contract. Serv: 
Educational 8 50. 34 
Building 3893.76 
Total 4744.10 
ADA Cost 2.00 
507.9 Others: 
Educational 909.97 1819.0 
Building 3969.92 11086.6 
Total 4879.89 12905.7 ADA Cost 2.06 6.0 
Total Maintenance: 
Educational 2465.31 1819.0 
Building 15618.68 11086.6 
Total 18083.99 12905.7 ADA Cost 7.64 6.0 
,, 
TABLE 4 (CONT.) 
COMBINED EXPENDITURES (EDUCATIONAL & BUILDING FUi'IDS & MUNICIPAL RETIREMENT) 
Hillsboro Litchfield Marshall Mattoon Pana Robinson 
39.38 237.81+ 
11.56 
39.38 11.56 237 .84-
.02 .09 
73833.49 31743.35 25641.72 72635.57 32641.05 40642.20 
50310.13 47946.05 39503.27 155195.34 54206.47 52193.45 
124143.62 79689.40 65144.99 227830.91 86847.52 92835.65 
54.79 45.99 40.08 47.78 46.95 38.77 
37.50 
320.13 11785.28 4200.00 
357.63 11785.28 4200.00 
.20 6. 37 .17 
561.35 
20.30 125.25 30345.70 1042.00 
581.65 125.25 30345.70 1042.00 
.33 .07 6.36 
2982.16 2427.47 3303.16 4544.31 2399.63 3238.74 
18584.33 1447.87 3762.40 13176.05 
21566.49 3875.34 7065.56 4544.31 2399.63 16414.79 
9.51 2.23 4.34 .95 1.29 6.85 
2982.16 3026.32 3303.16 4544.31 2399.63 3238.74 
18584.33 1788.30 3887.65 30345.70 11785.28 18418 .05 
• 21566.49 4814.62 7190.81 34890.01 14184.91 21656.79 
9.51 2.77 4.42 7.31 7.66 9.04 
1'· ,. 
_,,J:~ .... 
r 
,;. 
~. 
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S;h'elbyville 
3179.00 
·384.19 
3563.19 
2.12 
32034.86 
q8797.99 
86832.85 
48. 2 3 
50.00 
50.00 
.02 
1479.74 
ll838.88 
,6318.62 
3.77 
1529.74 
~838.88 
:6368.62 
3.80 
i:" 
Sullivan 
27091.59 
26059.25 
53150.84 
38.52 
465.56 
465.56 
.33 
1206.81 
6861.54 
8068.35 
5.85 
1206.81 
7327.10 
8533.91 
6.18 
Taylorville 
1127.51 
154.60 
1282.11 
• 4 7 
104064.22 
1923.68 
105987.90 
39.11 
6126.00 
6126.00 
2.26 
1359.27 
3146.56 
4508.83 
1.66 
1578.34 
10987.22 
12565.56 
4.64 
2937.61 
20259.78 
23197.39 
8.56 
Tuscola 
25836.49 
27482.25 
53318.74 
40.52 
1624.35 
8187.24 
9811.59 
7.45 
1624.35 
8187.24 
9811.59 
7.45 
Vandalia 
75765.02 
75765.02 
39.39 
1470.16 
1964.31 
3434.47 
1.78 
1842.31 
19286.66 
21128.97 
10.98 
3312.47 
21250.97 
24563.44 
12.77 
Charleston Effingha 
508.4 Employee Retirement & Welfare: 
Educational 
Building 
Municipal Retirement 13l48,58 10024, 
Total 13148.58 10024. 
ADA Cost 5.55 4. 
508.5 Insurance: 
Educational 4541.80 8 404. 
Building 10302.77 696, 
Total 1484l+,57 9100. 
ADA Cost 6,27 4. 
508.6 Rent: 
Educational 79. 
Building 1038. 
Total 1118. 
ADA Cost 
508.7 Interest: 
Educational 
Building 
Total 
ADA Cost 
508.9 Others: 
Educational 
Building 52. 
Total 52. 
ADA Cost 
Total Fixed Charges: 
Educational 4541.80 8483. 
Building 10302.77 1788. 
Municipal Retirement 13148.58 10024. 
Total 27993.15 20296. 
ADA Cost 11.82 9 • 
TABLE 4 (Cont.) 
COMBINED EXPENDITURES (EDUCATIONAL & BUILDING FUNDS & MUNICIPAL RETIREMENT) 
Hillsboro Litchfield Marshall Mattoon Pana Robinson 
347.46 
4709.22 6901.80 8535.82 22599.95 7601.59 10074.22 
4709.22 7249.26 8535.82 22599.95 7601.59 10074.22 
2.08 4.18 5.30 4.73 4.10 4.20 
4587.97 2621.38 2485.67 9111.13 3789.85 1624.08 
6904.99 4107.21 3789.33 9605.92 9711.31 5667.79 
11492.93 6728.59 6275.00 18717.05 13501.16 21912.87 
5.07 3.88 3.86 3.92 7.29 9.15 
65.00 
800.00 1237.50 
800.00 1237.50 65.00 
.16 .66 .02 
7468.73 1710.89 5021.53 
355.13 420.85 
7823.86 1710.89 5442.38 
4.51 1.05 1.15 
4587.97 10437 .57 4196.56 14132.66 3789.85 16310.08 
6904.99 4462.34 3789.33 10826.77 10948.81 5667.79 
4709.22 6901.80 8535.82 22599.95 7601.59 10074.22 
16202.15 21454.25 16521.71 47559.38 22340.25 320 5,2. 0 9 +, 7.15 12.58 10.21 9.97 12.07 1,3.38 
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S~elbyville 
7409.80 
7409.80 
4. 42 
4369.36 
2574.07 
,6943.43 
4.14 
4369.36 
,25 7 4. 0 7 
:.7409. 80 
l.IJ353.23 
';, 8. 56 
Sullivan 
5237.83 
5237.83 
3.79 
2040. 25 
4356.17 
6396.42 
4.63 
2040.25 
4356.17 
5 2 37. 8 3 
11634.25 
8.43 
Taylorville 
9794.77 
9794.77 
3.61 
1485.29 
1052.55 
2537.84 
• 9 3 
1485.29 
1485.29 
9794.77 
12332.61 
4.55 
Tuscola 
2192.29 
1688.51 
3880.80 
2.94 
2465.55 
2152.84 
4618.39 
3.51 
4657.84 
3841. 35 
8499.19 
6.45 
Vandalia 
5236.61 
5236.61 
2.12 
2239.97 
943.22 
3183.19 
1.65 
800.00 
800.00 
• 41 
7476.58 
1743.22 
9219.80 
4.79 
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1~ble 4 oresents the accounts showing expenditures from 
more than one fund. 
The total operation of plant account indicates a 
variance of cost per student in average dailv attendance from 
a high of $54.79 at Hillsboro to a low of $38.77 at Robinson. 
The major cost factor of this account is salaries. The variance 
in cost of these high and low expenditure districts finds the 
dillsboro district spendinp; more in everv expenditure area of 
the operation of plant account, except heating and utilities. 
The total T:laintenance account indicates a variance of 
cost ner student in average dailv attendance from a high of 
$12.77 at Vandalia to a low of $2.77 at Litchfield. The major 
cost factor of this account is other exnenditures in most 
districts, while salaries and contractual services are rna:lor 
factors in other districts, 
Some districts indicate no salaries beinp naid for 
maintenance. This means that emoloyees being naid under other 
controlling accounts are doinr:r the work in the area of maintenance. 
There would seem to be a fine line of demarcation between oner-
a tion of nlant and maintenance. 
The total fixed char2es account indicates a variance of 
cost ner student in avera?e dailv attendance from a high of 
$13,38 at Robinson to a low of $4.55 at Taylorville. The rnaior 
cost factors in this account are emnlovee retirement and wel-
fare and insurance. The largest fluctuation exists in the area 
of insurance. This varies from a hiRh of $7.29 at ?ana to a low 
of $.93 at Taylorville. 
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Those districts issuing anticipation warrants will show 
~ -
an interest cost on these warrants. This can be seen under the 
expenditure code 508.7. 
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SUMMARY or C03TROLLING ACCOUNT 
This portion of the study is a culmination of tables 
3 and 4. 
The total operational expenditures made in each of 
the controlling accounts are placed together in table number s. 
At this point we arrive at a total average daily 
attendance cost per student per district excluding transpor-
tation costs and including transportation costs. To include 
the cost of transportation in the A.D.A. cost for all districts 
disallows a logical comparison; yet it is desirable for infor-
mation purposes alone. Due to the geographical size of the 
districts and the sparsity of population, a comparison in 
costs of transportation is calculated separately, later in the 
study. 
The cost per student in A.D.A. is shown for each 
controlling account along with the percentage cost of each. 
This is to say, the percentage of total operating expenditures 
ner district. 
In the right hand two columns of this chart, the mean 
cost per student in A.D.A., and the mean percenta~e of total 
operational expenditures is shown. From this, a district can 
determine to what extent they are above or below the mean. 
Upon determining these variances, tables number 2, 3 and 4 
should be examined to determine more specifically the areas 
of difference. It could be that the transportation table or 
school lunch table will require investigation. These tables 
appear later in the study. 
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It is at this point that findings in this study require 
scrutiny. The areas of variance are pointed out, but the 
circumstances causing these differences must be investigated 
much further to draw any concrete conclusions. 
In the cases of transportation and lunch programs, this 
study does point out further the break down of costs. This is 
done in the following tables. 
j 
' l 
'I 
JI 
;I 
I 
501. Administration 
Percentage 
502. Instructional 
Percentage 
503. Attendance 
Percentage 
504. Health 
Percentage 
506. Operation of Plant 
Percentage 
507, Maintenance 
Percentage 
508. Fixed Charges 
Percentage 
509. Offsetting 
510. Account 
Percentage 
Total Cost ner Punil 
in ADA (.Sxciuding. 
Transportation) --
Percentage 
505. Transportation 
Total Cost per Pupil 
in ADA (Including 
Transportation) 
Charleston Effingham Hillsboro ~itchfield Marshall 
11.33 
.028 
307.75 
,781 
2,61 
.006 
51.65 
.131 
7.64 
.019 
11.82 
.029 
2.10 
.006 
394,90 
1000 
42.18 
437.08 
18.18 
.051 
264.84 
.738 
.07 
.06 
48. 39 
.135 
6.03 
.017 
9.48 
.026 
11. 87 
.033 
358.92 
1000 
20.75 
379.67 
14.12 
• 0 37 
287.62 
.749 
54.79 
.143 
9.51 
.025 
7.15 
.019 
10.50 
.027 
383.69 
1000 
23.09 
406.78 
11.47 
.032 
283.93 
.794 
.07 
.02 
45.99 
.129 
2.77 
.008 
12.58 
.035 
.63 
.002 
357.46 
1000 
16.43 
373.89 
16.82 
.047 
280.62 
.790 
3,41 
• 010 
40.08 
.113 
4.42 
.012 
10.21 
.028 
356.06 
1000 
33.17 
389.23 
t.---------------
Mattoon 
10.84 
.025 
345.23 
.817 
2.06 
.005 
47.78 
.113 
7.31 
.017 
9.97 
,023 
423.19 
1000 
12.54 
435.73 
Pana 
15.21 
.041 
289.64 
.774 
2,92 
.008 
46.95 
.125 
7.66 
.020 
12.07 
.032 
374.45 
1000 
23.14 
397.59 
TABLE 5 
A. D. A. COST 
Robinson 
8.38 
.026 
249.23 
.766 
3. 8 3 
.012 
38.77 
.119 
9.04 
,028 
13.38 
.041 
2.69 
.008 
325.32 
1000 
30.58 
355.90 
Shelbyvil 
35.79 
.094 
281.41 
.738 
.62 
48.23 
.126 
3.80 
.010 
8.56 
.022 
3.55 
.010 
381.46 
1000 
19.36 
400.82 
2tl 
·-----·----... 
---""- ....... .._..,_.,._.......,,,.,,...~~~·~-""""···---- ., .. .,.~.,_ .... ,,,,.._.,., 
Sullivan Taylorville Tuscola Vandalia Grand Average •3rand % 
13.63 22.68 15.04 11.68 15.78 
.036 
.058 .040 • 0 3 3 .042 
308.61 309.26 304.42 277.04 291.51 
.814 
.794 .809 .774 .780 
.45 .04 
.001 
.07 4.52 3.06 1.74 
,012 ,009 .004 
38. 5 2 39.11 40.52 39.39 44.33 
.102 
.100 .108 .110 .119 
6.18 8.56 7.45 12.77 7,16 
.016 
.022 .020 • 0 36 .019 
8.43 4.55 6.45 4.79 9,18 
.022 
.012 .017 • 013 ,026 
3.67 ,35 2. 3 3 9.08 3.59 
,I .010 .001 .006 .025 .010 
I 
389.48 376.21 357.81 373.70 
379.11 1000 1000 1000 1000 
1000 
23.13 27.19 27 .17 24.27 
16.25 
412.61 403.40 384.98 397.97 I 395.36 
--.-. . ..,,_..""'""'"'-----..,_....,~0-
11 
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Table 5 has given a complete, overall summary of 
controlling accounts for comparisons on the basis of cost 
per student in average daily attendance and percentage of 
total operational expenditures. 
The operating cost per student in average attendance, 
excluding transportation cost, varies from a high of $423.19 
at Mattoon to a low of $325.32 at Robinson. This cost, in-
cluding transportation, varies from a high of $437.08 at 
Charleston to a low of $355.90 at Robinson. 
The mean or average cost per student in average daily 
attendance, excluding transportation, for the thirteen districts 
is $373.70. This same mean cost, including transportation, is 
$397.97. Six districts are above the total mean cost and seven 
districts are below the total mean cost. 
The transportation cost has not been figured in the 
percentage of expenditures since all districts do not require 
the same degree of transportation facilities. Transportation 
costs do range from a high of $42.18 per student in average 
daily attendance at Charleston to a low of $12.54 per student 
in average daily attendance at Mattoon. 
The districts having the largest deviation from the 
mean percentage of expenditures in each controlling account 
are as follows: 
1. Administration mean - .042 
High: 
Low: 
Shelbyville - .094 
Mattoon - ,025 
2. Instructional mean - .780 
High: Mattoon - .817 
Low: Effingham - .738 
30 
3. Attendance 
Insignificant 
4. Health mean - .004 
High: 
Low: 
Robinson and Taylorville - .012 
Others - None 
Some districts show no expenditures in this 
category. 
5. Operation of plant mean - ,119 
High: 
Low: 
Hillsboro - ,143 
Taylorville - .100 
6. Maintenance mean - .019 
High: 
Low: 
Vandalia - .036 
Litchfield - .008 
7. Fixed charges mean - ,026 
High: 
Low: 
Robinson - .041 
Taylorville - .012 
8. Offsetting account mean - ,010 
High: 
Low: 
Effingham - ,033 
Others - None 
Transportation and lunch program expenditures are shown 
on tables 6 and 7 respectively which follow. 
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TRANSPORTATION AND LUNCH PROGRAMS 
Transportation and school lunch programs are more 
readily comparable than any other operational expenditures. 
This is true because transportation breaks down to a cost per 
mile traveled. The lunch program either makes a profit or it 
has a loss. These two areas of expenditure are presented in 
tables number 6 and 7 respectively. 
The amount spent in transportation falls under the 
505.0 controlling account. These expenditures are broken 
down further into areas of major expenditures, namely, salaries, 
contractual services, operation and maintenance, insurance, 
exceptional children cost, and other. In each of these areas, 
the amounts spent by the school districts is shown along with 
the percentage of total expenditures of the transportation fund. 
By dividing the total operational cost into the total 
miles traveled, a cost per mile traveled is determined. By 
depreciating buses at a straight line rate of fifteen per cent, 
which is recommended by the state, a cost per mile traveled, 
including depreciation, is then determined. 
It is also interesting to note the amount transferred 
from the educational fund to defray the cost of transportation. 
This varies from $60,500,00 at Charleston, to none being 
transferred in other districts. This points out what is 
already known by those people who are familiar with the cost 
of transportation in public schools. This is, the two mills 
rraximum tax rate is much too small to defray the actual costs 
incurred. 
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In table number 7, the school lunch expenditures are 
shown as listed under controlling account 509.0. The areas 
of major expenditures in this controlling account are salaries, 
supplies, food and other. 
The individual amounts spent in these areas for each 
district are related to the total income from the lunch program. 
This is done by dividing the income into the expenditure. 
This gives us a percentage of income in the individual major 
areas of expenditure. This results in a per cent of profit 
based on income. If a district's lunch program has a loss,the 
expenditures will exceed 100 per cent. 
A small profit should be realized by a district to 
off set the cost of replacing equipment which does not show up 
in the operational expenditures. This cost must come from 
the capital outlay account of the building fund. 
Those districts realizing a loss in their lunch programs 
can determine where their excess expenditures lie in relation-
ship to their income, This can be done by comparing their 
percentage of expenditure figures to those districts who did 
realize an income. 
501.0 Administration 
Percentage 
Cost oer--Mile 
505.1 Salaries 
Percentage 
Cost oer Mile 
505.2 Contractual Services 
Percentage 
Cost ner Mile 
505.4 Operation & Maint. 
Percentage 
Cost ner Mile 
505.5 Insurance 
Percentage 
Cost per Mile 
505,5 Special & Except. Child. 
Percentage 
Cost per Mile 
505,9 Other 
Percentage 
Cost per Mile 
508,4 Employees Retirement 
Percentarre 
Cost per Mile 
Total Operational Exnenditure 
Total Percent 
Cost per Mile 
Depreciation 
Cost per Mile 
Total Operational plus Depreciation 
Total Cost oer Mile 
Sq. Miles in District 
Amount Transf. from Educ. Fund 
Percentage of Educ. fund support 
of Total Oper. Expense 
Cost per Student in ADA 
Charleston 
62359.80 
.624 
.1522 
27,00 
34412.62 
.345 
,0840 
2284.86 
.023 
.0055 
652.19 
.006 
.0015 
87.00 
.001 
.0002 
99823.47 
100% 
.2434 
12775.00 
.0311 
112598.47 
.2745 
251.58 
60500,00 
.606 
25.56 
Effingham 
96.41 
.002 
.0005 
26907.49 
.606 
.1435 
16404.32 
.370 
• 0 87 5 
996.61 
.022 
.0053 
44406.83 
100% 
.2368 
9878.69 
,0527 
54285.52 
.2895 
127.80 
15529.18 
.349 
7.26 
TABLE 6 
.ZANSPORTATION FUND EXPENDITURES & PERCENTAGES OF TOTAL EXPENDITURES 
) Litchfield Marshall Mattoon Pana Robinson 
16150.26 36363.02 40021.33 23090.00 312.00 
.576 .671 .669 • 5 39 .004 
l2 .1480 .1520 .2228 .1741 .0015 
72399.53 
.989 
·o .3600 
11496.51 16833.44 16039,45 18559.22 523.58 
.409 .310 .268 .434 .007 
.6 .1053 .0703 .0893 .1399 .0026 
429.70 1020.19 1858.95 1157.05 
.015 .019 .031 ,027 
.5 
.0039 .0042 .0103 • 0 08 7 
1875.16 
.032 
,0104 
28076.47 54216.65 59794.89 42806,27 73235.11 
100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
3 ,2572 .2265 .3328 .3227 .3641 
5812,05 13426.90 10274.61 11081.20 660.00 
5 .0532 ,0561 .0572 • 08 35 .0032 
33888.52 67643.55 70069.50 53887.47 73895.11 
8 .3104 .2826 ,3900 ,4062 • 3 6 7 3 
105.00 216.00 159.83 139.34 126.57 
6771.70 24743.35 10000,00 21550.00 39815.80 
• 241 .456 .167 • 50 3 ,543 
3,90 15.22 2.09 11.65 16.63 
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Shelbyville Sullivan Tavlorville Tuscola Vandalia 
20836.04 13266.75 27020.95 
• 6 42 .592 .517 
.1683 .1389 .1479 
378.00 62653.22 33873.00 
.017 1. 00 .947 
.0039 .3758 .4689 
10315.15 7726.12 1913.91 14198.23 
.318 .345 .053 .272 
• 08 3 3 .0809 .0264 .0777 
1298.33 996.09 1349.91 
.040 • 0 41f .026 
.0104 ,0104 .0073 
56.48 8078.92 
.002 .154 
.ooos .0442 
1607.37 
.031 
.0087 
32449,52 22423,44 62653,22 35786.91 52255,38 
100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
.2620 .2346 • 37 58 .4953 .2858 
10579.24 9954.82 8078.92 
.0854 .1042 .0442 
43028.76 32378.26 62653.22 35786.91 60334.30 
,3474 .3388 • 37 58 .4953 .3300 
142,00 129,00 144.12 96.50 230.98 
13500,00 23341.60 21000.00 16696,06 
.416 .005 .372 .586 .319 
8.05 8.61 15,96 8,68 
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Table 6 has shown the break-down of the transnortation 
fund into areas of major expenditure. In each of these areas 
the percentage of total transportation expenditures, excludinp 
depreciation, is shown. This shows more clearly where costs 
vary. 
Salaries are the largest contributinB factor of total 
transportation cost except in those districts which contract bus 
services. 
The cost per mile traveled, both excluding and including, 
depreciation are shown at the bottom of table 6. 
The large variance between the highest cost per mile 
traveled at Tuscola, $.4953, to the lowest cost per mile traveled 
at Charleston, $.2745, leaves many unanswered questions. It 
would seem fair to assume that a district can operate its own 
buses more economically than it can contract them. 
A large amount of the cost of the operation of buses is 
paid for by the educational tax money of several districts. This 
percentage is highest in Charleston where 60.6 per cent or $25.56 
per student in average daily attendance is paid from the education 
fund by means of a transfer to the transportation fund. 
TABLE 7 
CAF2TERIA EXPENDITURES 
Charleston Effingham i.-iillsboro Litchfield Marshall Mattoon Pana Eobinson 
509.1 Salaries 1503lJ.90 27192.91 25327.80 17189.44 12820.92 66437.84 l9464.26 Not 
Percent of Income .313 .286 .262 
.250 .242 .369 .293 Broken 
Down 
oOS.3 Supplies 808.23 2557.30 1631.75 747.97 3800.56) ) 
Percent of Income .016 .027 .017 
.011 • 07 2 ) ) 
) 100471.70 ) 44289.28 
509.4 Food 28857.86 60640.66 67254.67 45412.61 34161.70) .557 ) .667 
Percent of Income .601 .539 .697 • 65 l) .645 ) 
) 
5 0 9. s Other 2246.39 4598.47 4239.21 2833.24 220.0J 8480.90 ) 
Percent of Income .045 • 0 48 .044 
.041 .004 .047 ) 
Total Exoenditures 469l+3. 38 94989.34 98453.43 66183.25 51003.18 175390.44 63753.5'+ 109310.08 
Percent of Income .976 1.000 1. 020 .962 .963 .973 .260 .967 
Total Income 48050.71 94967.47 96516.93 68787.88 52926.36 180184.84 66412.74 113031.36 
Net Income or Loss 907.33 (21.87) (1936.50) 2604.62 1923.45 4794.40 2659.20 3721.28 
Percent Profit .024 Loss Loss .038 .037 .027 .040 .033 
I 
lr--
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I 
I 
I 
. r-=====--=-==-· 
' 
i ShelbvvillE 
' _, 
I 
Sullivan Taylorville Tuscola Vandalia 
h.-----· ! 
20061.12 18754.25 43096.34 17018.68 23643.71 
.267 
.293 .315 .277 .319 
2289.07 2595.82 ) 1185.24 1227.53 
• 0 30 
.041 ) • 019 .016 
) 82550.06 
55126.56 41215.21 ) .603 41624.95 45128.37 
.733 
.643 .677 .609 
1441.48 1037.33 3596.31 563.61 2505.79 
.019 
.016 .025 .009 .034 
78918.23 63612.61 129242.71 60392.48 72505.40 
1.049 
.993 .944 .982 .978 
75215.04 64047.15 136852.40 61482.35 74064.46 
(3703.19) 434.54 7609.69 1089.87 1559.06 
Loss 
.007 .056 .018 .022 
;. 
'i 
~ 
' ~
I 
~ 
I 
l1 
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Table 7 has shown the expenditures made from the 
controlling account, lunch program. It also shows the total 
income from the lunch program. 
By comparing the programs on the basis of percentage 
of income to areas of expenditure, we see where excessive 
expenditures might be causing losses for the district. This 
means a district having no net income would show a percentage 
of profit of ,OOO, 
Food cost is the major cost factor of this account. The 
percentage of food cost to income varies from a high of .733 at 
Shelbyville, which incurred a loss, to .601 at Charleston which 
showed a net income of $907,33, or a profit of 2.4 per cent. 
The net income or loss ranged from a high of $7,609.69 
profit at Taylorville to a $3,703.19 loss at Shelbyville, This 
amounts to a profit of 5,6 per cent at Taylorville. 
As stated before, a small profit must be realized if a 
lunch program is to be self supporting. No expense is included 
for utilities, heating, or capital outlay. 
Those incomes not having offsetting expenses are explained 
in table a. 
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INCOME; TAX RATES AND ANTICIPATION WARRENTS 
To relate the expenditures to revenue income, table 8 
and 9 are presented. 
In table number 8 it can be seen where the income of 
each district is obtained, and also the total amount of revenue 
income. The difference between the cost per student in A.D.A. 
on table number 5 and the total revenue income shown on this 
table, indicates money which was spent for capital outlay. 
If warrents were issued, that difference does not indicate• 
necessarily, the total capital outlay. 
In table number 9, the tax rate per district for each 
fund is shown. This shows the extent to which a district 
might derive furthe~ local income, or if they have reached 
their limits without referendum vote. 
" Those districts issuing anticipation warrents are 
also shown on this table. This is of value to the complete 
financial picture, in that it might limit certain expenditures 
or increase the caution of expending funds. Also. when warrents 
are issued, interest expenditures are required. 
401.0 Taxes 
Educational 
duilding 
Municipal Retirement 
Transportation 
Total 
402.0 Governmental Divisions 
other school districts 
Educational 
Building 
Municipal Retirement 
Transportation 
Total 
403.0 Student & Community Serv. 
Educational 
Buildine.; 
Municipal Retirement 
Transportation 
Total 
404.0 Fines & Forfeitures, etc. 
Educational 
Building 
Municipal Retirement 
Transportation 
Total 
405.0 Interest on Investments 
Educational 
Building 
Municipal Retirement 
Transportation 
Total 
409.0 Other Revenue Receipts 
Educational 
Building 
Municipal Retirement 
Transportation 
Total 
Total Educational 
Total Building 
Total Municipal Retirement 
Total Transportation 
Grand Total 
A,D,A, Revenue Income 
Charleston 
629063.68 
124228.09 
15603.19 
11454.48 
780349.44 
270040.95 
27589.92 
297630,87 
11808.95 
436.85 
12245.80 
107.74 
107.74 
328.00 
328.00 
216.19 
216.19 
911237.51 
124556.09 
15603.19 
39481.25 
1090878,04 
460.94 
:) 
• 
~·' . ; 
Effingh:~ 
~, 
382222.Si. 
103s1 .~a. 
8267.2fr 
56 08. 9li 
466485. 95· 
390507.13 
164 79. 2.0. 
406986.33 
137 38 .19" 
426.7l 
• 
10 38. ~6' 
15 20 3. a~ 
} 
None 
2157.93 
2157.93 
2 3 71. 44 ~. 
619. 36 
47.Sf 3038.3~· 
'. 
~· 790997.ot 
71433. 5!A 
8 2 6 7 • i'flllff 
23174.0~ 
893871.B"S'* 
417.86 
' 
.... ·~ 
~·. 
··r· ' 
,,,. 
• : 
REVENUEi,INCOME; (EDUCATION, 
·Jl. dillsboi::o Litchfield 
511204.33 415430.06 
85227.13 69238.76 
10215.40 13618.15 
6782.37 5540.70 
613429.23 503827.67 
419706.16 307288.28 
23377.80 13904.20 
443083.9S 321192.48 
• 
4 
sns. is lt5o 3 .19 
f-185.00 • 
'# ,F ' 
8748 .'la \768.37 1 456.56 
' 8039.~9 6227.33 
it; 
8039.59 6227.33 
233.J3 
i 
2 3 3. 3:3 None 
6 26 7. ~7 448. 8 3 
. ~· 57.39 
- r. 
•. 
6267.37 ~ 506.22 
-r 
74\897.69 .' 954199.06 
8 5 2 2 7 .1·'.3 "tl481.15 
10215.40 ~618 .15 
30160.17 213.27 
Ii 1079801. 76 848210.26 
, 421.14 489.58 
TABLE 8 • 
" BUILDING, TRANSPORTATION, & MUNICIPAL RET 
f. 
Marshall Mattoon Pana Rob 
251010.48 1048285.00 447198.21 438 
47968.59 207990.00 89437.07 93 
12377.15 23380.00 9090.74 10 
4172.30 16640.00 7164.84 7 
315528.52 1296295.00 552890,86 54£ 
304801.33 731859.31 252526.39 392 
22834.56 26981.00 13668.00 22 
327635,89 758840.31 266194,39 415 
3787.67 28608.05 6197.04 9 
449.55 2786.50 909.14 
35.25 129.60 
4272.47 31524.15 71C6.18 9 
333.73 
333.73 None None 
1193.44 3 
None None 1193.44 3 
.. 
188.63 
None. 138. 6 3 
._ ~~e 
559933.21 1808752.36 707115.08 8441 
48418.14 210776.50 90346.21 94 
12377.15 23380.00 9090.74 10 
27006,86 43939.23 20832.84 30 
647735.36 2086848.09 827384.87 978 
398.54 437.67 447.31 
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• i 
.. 
)'·'lt:.~4-'.";: • 
; 
Shelbyville Sullivan 
t 
350495.22 283617.49 
70012.22 62731.44 
6239.42 
5625.45 5195.18 
426132.89 357783.55 
250518.39 200612.55 
14049.12 13917.12 
264567.51 214529.67 
19019.49 150.00 
211.45 
388.22 
J,0498.66 
fJ 
• I 
'I' None None 
None None 
... ~6 95. 5 7 
fi· -~ . '
. ~-· 3695.57 None 
-623728.67 484380.04 
70223.67 62731.44 
6239.42 
20062.79 19112.30 
714015.13 572463.20 
426.06 414.92 
Taylorville 
586846.56 
123286.74 
9369.79 
9862.94 
729366.03 
28487.00 
430870.18 
26500.00 
485857.18 
7550.00 
2948.66 
1609.80 
None 
7789.36 
1239.68 
9029.04 
505.41 
505.41 
1062048.51 
124526.42 
9369.79 
36362.94 
1232307.66 
454.86 
.4,. • 
Tuscola 
389767.73 
36939.23 
8332.71 
435039.67 
83070.05 
8588.58 
91658.63 
.1609.80 
. 
•. 
' 
.. 
None 
3178.33 
1623.48 
4801. 81 
\ 41. 7 5 
I 
41.75 
477625.91 
38604.46 
16921.29 
533151.66 
405.21 
Vandalia 
257919.37 
35000.00 
5000.00 
297919.37 
321368.35 
20965.00 
342333.35 
7202.00 
1327.00 
1254.55 
9783.55 
None 
1350.00 
1350.00 
3850.00 
3850.00 
591689.72 
36327.00 
27219.55 
655236.27 
340.73 
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Table 8 has shown the revenue income per student in 
average daily attendance. This is derived by dividing the 
total revenue income by the number of students in average 
daily attendance. 
This income varies from a high of $489.58 at Litchfield 
to a low of $340.73 at Vandalia. Litchfield showing the highest 
income seems unusual, but as can be seen in table 10, a great 
deal of this money is paid out for retirement of tax anticipation 
warrants. It would appear from looking at their assessed valu-
ation on table 1 and their tax rate on table 9 that they have 
drawn all the current tax money possible from the county 
treasurer in May and June of 1963. 
Vandalia, being the low income district, might seem to 
be out of line, since their operational expenditures were 
$394.98 per student in average daily attendance. In this case, 
Vandalia has drawn all the current tax money possible in the 
preceding fiscal period. As can be seen, they have invested 
money and earned interest on the current taxes received. After 
investigating their records further, the author found that the 
educational fund balance at the beginning of the fiscal period 
was $191,798.45. 
If accrual accounting were used in these districts a 
more clear picture could be seen. The current tax would be 
prepaid incomes and require adjusting entries for a given fiscal 
period. This is one strong argument for accrual accounting. 
Even though the income accounts show a sometimes mis-
leading picture, the overall financial situation can be calculated 
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relatively well if all records are analyzed. 
For purposes of a more complete financial picture of 
the districts, tables 9 and 10 follow. 
' '· 
;i. ... ·:.,...: 
Charleston Effingham Hillsbo: 
, 
Educational 1.1892 1.400 1.5000 
Building .2169 .250 .2500 
Municipal Retirement .0274 .0417 .0276 
Rent. 
Transportation .02 .02 .0200 
w. c. 
Bond & Int. (Const.) .2695 • 27 37 .2774 
Bond & Int. (Other) 
Total 1.7230 1.9854 2.0750 
Outstanding 6/30/63 1551530.60 1265000.00 1041000. 
·' :~ 
TABLE 9 
TAX RATES & BONDS & INTEREST PAYABLE 
Litchfield Marshall Mattoon Pana Robinson 
1.300 1.25 1.2600 1.25 1.175 
.250 .25 .2455 .25 ,250 
• 04 75 .064 .0253 .0227 .027 
.020 .02 .0200 .02 .020 
.05 • 0 5 
.5525 .11 • 3136 .2353 .168 
.222 
2.370 1. 966 1.8644 1.8280 1.640 
1011000,00 601000,00 2832000.00 820000,00 410000.00 
41 
Shelbyville Sullivan Taylorville Tuscola Vandalia 
1.250 1.1100 1.1900 .9950 1.313 
.250 .2500 .2500 .1140 .123 
.029 .0270 .0190 
.020 .0200 .0200 .0200 • 018 
• 518 .3900 .10 30 .1980 .314 
2.067 1.7970 1.5820 1.3270 1.768 
1189000.00 707771.23 428000.00 856000.00 699000.00 
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Tl\ BLE 10 
SCiIOOLS Issun~r:; ANTICIPATION v]fa'.{RENTS 
Outstanding 6/30/62 
Issued durinP 62-63 
Retired 62/63 
Outstandinu 6/30/63 
Interest Pavable 6/30/62 
Interest Incurred 62/63 
Interest Paid 62/63 
i:..:duc. 
222100.00 
200000.00 
347100.00 
75000.00 
4591. 29 
2973.27 
7468.73 
LITCHFIELD 
Bldps. Bonds & Int. 
10200.00 
10000.00 
20200.00 
41. 96 
313.17 
355.13 
17150.00 
10715.00 
27865.00 
78.41 
136.32 
2JlJ..73 
MARSr1l\LL MATTOON S.d:t::LBYVILLE: 
i~du.c • Educ. Sldr;s. Educ. 
. >c::Joo.oo 
135000,00 400000.00 60000.00 30000.00 
90000,00 400000,00 60000,00 30000,00 
135000,00 
764,92 
18li+,86 5021,53 420.85 l'-1-3,34 
1710.89 5021.53 420.85 143,34 
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These two tables are somewhat self-explanatory. The 
tax rates and 3onds and Interest Payable have been listed in 
table 9. In table 10, the schedule of anticipation warrents 
has been shown. 
In table 9, the tax rate listed for each fund could be 
multiplied bv the asses~;ed valuation on table 1 to determine 
the approximate amount of local tax monies that should have 
been available for each fund included in this studv. The total 
tax rate of each district shows us the effort that the tax 
payers of each district are exerting to suoport education. 
This effort ranges from a hiph of $2.370 per $100.00 assessed 
valuation at Litchfield to a low of $1.327 oer $100.00 assessed 
valuation at Tuscola. As can also be seen bv lookinp back to 
table 1, Litchfield has the lowest assessed valuation per 
student in average daily attendance and Tuscola has the highest. 
The schedule of Anticipation Warrents on table 10 
includes only the four districts which found it necessary to 
issue warrents. Seven of the districts not issuing warrents 
are putting forth less effort to support education locally than 
are the four districts which did issue warrents. That is to say, 
the tax rate in the districts not issuing warrents is lower. 
Litchfield, which is putting: forth the greatest effort, 
is also issuing the greatest percentage of warrants for 
operating expenses. This means they are paying more interest 
to go further into debt, and paying more to do it. It is also 
interesting to note here that Litchfield's operational cost 
per student in average daily attendance is next to low. This 
can be seen on table 5. Again, to reiterate, the Litchfield 
taxpayers are paying more, and their schools are getting less. 
III. CONCLUSION 
Sizeable deviations from the mean cost per student in 
averc.ge daily attendance and the mean percentage of operational 
expenditures exist in every controlling account, 
Likewise, there is a large variance in the cost per 
mile traveled by school buses which is reflected in the 
transportation fund. 
Also, the lunch programs vary from sizeable profits 
to sizeable losses. 
Where large variances do exist, the district varying 
should investigate these areas very closely, to determine the 
reason or reasons for the deviation. As stated before, a 
deviation from the mean does not necessarily reflect a good 
or bad situation. It does not necessarily mean the quality 
of education is affected. It does reflect the possibility 
of poor management or shortages in specific areas. Education 
costs dollars and cents; therefore, dollars spent can be 
used as guide lines in making original decisions which need 
to be substantiated or disproved, 
To be more specific, there are more concrete conclusions 
which can be drawn from this study. They are as follows: 
1. All districts in the same geographical location do not 
possess the same economic ability to finance education 
locally. 
'+ '+ 
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2. All districts do not exert the same effort to finance 
education locally. In fact, in the districts exerting 
the most effort, the schools are receiving the lowest 
amount of financial aid per student in average daily 
attendance, Likewise, in the districts exerting the 
least effort, the schools are receiving the highest 
financial aid per student in average daily attendance. 
3. The state equalization aid to education based on the 
present formula does not guarantee an equal opportunity 
of education for all children. 
4. The legal transportation tax rate is not sufficient 
to finance transportation in the thirteen school 
districts included in this study. Up to 60,6 per cent 
of the transportation expense in Charleston is being 
supported by educational tax money. 
s. Transportation can be financed more economically when 
the district owns school buses than it can when the 
district contracts for transportation. 
6, School lunch programs can be operated on a break-even 
bases or with a small profit. A profit is necessary 
to offset utilities and depreciation of equipment, 
which is not included in the operational expenses of 
the lunch program. 
7, The mean operational cost per student in average daily 
attendance, excluding transportation, for the thirteen 
districts included in this study is $373,70, The mean 
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operational cost, including transportation, for the 
thirteen districts in this study is $397.97. Six 
district's cost is above the mean and seven district's 
cost is below the mean. 
